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Jai Varent reaches the top of his game&#151;a game in which plastic surgeons begin work on their infant
individuals before bones harden and fates are known. But the game changes whenever a body is certainly

dumped on his personal patio and protection tapes disclose the murderer to become one of his earliest
successes, an actor whose physical perfection offers elevated him to demigod status. This globe of obsessed

enthusiasts and stage parents therefore desperate they'll seek specialised plastic surgery because of their
infant children hoping of potential fame is exposed when Hollywood’ What happens when the unstable

actor realizes that a superstar actually can get away with murder?s best actor is accused of murder. Two LA
Police Department detectives have to find out what’s dead, and who’s true, who’s next in this fantasy

murder regarding the price of fame and the quest for perfection.

continue reading

a creepy fast-paced read Lorelei Armstrong's tone of voice is as specific and unsparing as a scalpel, powered
by a creativity abundant with darkness. Murder in a future world just a few steps away from us today,
populated by a lot of people you are feeling deserve to die. In Your Face Lorelei Armstrong's In The Face is
merely that -- In Your Face to the nuttiness and the depths people will head to inside our twisted, no holds
barred celebrity worshipping culture. Her character Varent's successful invasive process that produces
hauntingly gorgeous people, will make your bones itch. Certainly Varent deserves the worst that can
happen... As opposed to the people who have whom he dealt, his masked genuineness well balanced the
fantastic lunacy of Evo, Arianne, Dolly. By the time she's completed her story, you're so associated with
detectives Cleinrath and MacEvoy in breathless quest for a murderer, you've left behind the sooner
judgements you made. If you want a present for a lover of both technology fiction and mystery, this is a
perfect choice.. Another scary possible future we hope &A must read for supporters of thrillers, this well
written, fast paced tale is a wry, witty study of what's wrong with Hollywood and the dreams (or
nightmares) of celebrity worship and obsession. "In the Face" is a disturbing, probably too-near look at the
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future. Murder, intrigue, and all sorts of tomfoolery occur. successful. A Twilight Zone globe where radical
plastic surgery isutilized on very young children to greatly help them become popular & In the event that
you loveWilliam Gibson, and the zany fantastical plots of Philip K. The globe proceeded to go from vanity
to visceral.Matt Pallamary -- author of Spirit Matters and Property Without Evil A top-notch thriller for a
timely future I have been gorging on a reliable diet of Harry Bosch and Alex Delaware novels, therefore i
approached another LA detective tale with caution, especially 1 from a first-time writer. A dystopian cop
noir philosophical thriller.Looking towards more by Ms. Armstrong! Armstrong has a deep grasp of her
personas, in varying degrees powered, twisted, shadowed by their sins. pray will not become a reality. From
a projection to an immersion Somewhere within Strange Days and Bladerunner, with a dash of William
Gibson, this mystery kept me riveted until I deprived myself of sleep to complete it. It reminded me a bit of
Thomas Pynchon, but created with sparse, blunt dialogue like Elmore Leonard. But I was taken in from the
initial page, into a globe that was just slightly, off-kilteringly different but so reassuringly, wholly organic. A
shatteringly brand-new and original eyesight of a not-too-future LA, the only thing that can hold In The Face
back is definitely it's childishly poor cover artwork: Wrapping something so game-changingly whole-cloth, I
only wished it had provided me a feeling of that which was to come.This stunning first novel is a so-
prescient investigation of affection/attraction/obsession/mutable sexuality that naturally looks into a global
24-7 world where in fact the quest for beauty and its own attendant stardom dominate. It's therefore
grounded in today's that it feels like an obvious world prepared to bloom tomorrow.Police detectives Terry
Cleinrath and Daniel MacEvoy get swept up when a body is left on the rooftop patio of Jai Varent, a
"shaper," a specialized cosmetic surgeon who works to master babies if they are most malleable, for parents
who imagine making a superstar. But one gets even more caught up than the other, diving right into a globe
where his unexamined emotions will lead him to locations he'd never have gone to otherwise: A virtual-
reality hookup bar that's deliriously feasible, a relationship with the girl who should be the enemy, a path
that may destroy his career.Lorilei Armstrong has crafted a mindblowingly mature debut novel, one that
pulls you along through an unknown but thus familiar world, one that is filled up with truly alive heroes
dropped into a complex and intelligent mystery. Everyone here is fully fleshed-out but never cliched, and
you feel blessed to ride along because they float through their complex but relatable problems to get rid of
up solving the case.Det.I cherished every minute of reading the book, but I still left unsatisfied: What
happens to Jenny and Duran, when will MacEvoy allow himself to drift closer to the flame of realization and
exactly what will that make him, and where was the wonderful epilogue to tie it all together? His resistance
to decide, choose, allow us get a feeling of him, lets the tale flowingly evolve.. And I didn't want it to get rid
of. There are so many facets of the globe Armstrong has created that I wished to learn about, that I wanted to
pore through. MacEvoy finally emerges as the protagonist, but Armstrong can be in no hurry to nail him
down. As if a tentacle got yanked me from a boat into a shadowy reef, I became enthralled at what I today
partially saw. Unlike other reviews, her ending remaining, not a ragged edge, but a dovetail, ready for
another installment.. ASAP. Nearly perfect.I anticipate Lorelei's next masterpiece!In early stages, I didn't
just like the characters, however, not because she didn't paint them well. Flighty, superficial, egomaniacal,
vain. From vanity to visceral. I couldn't purchase into her world. *shudder*By enough time I finished my
careen to the finish, I realized that her writing proceeded to go from terse, snippy dialog, to lush descriptions
of the globe, real or otherwise. He is faced with such emotionally delicate issues that the book could easily
switch to preachy or pat, but Armstrong deftly rides the unsaid ambivalence, keeping the suspense up as the
pages dwindle. But simply because I read the publication on the plane, the man next to me read about A-Rod
improving himself for functionality and fandom, and I asked 'whatz the diff?' I read on.As the sci-fi tinged
mystery deepened, the MacEvoy character darkened. Maybe I've turn into a lazy reader after therefore many
full-circle LA cop procedurals, but I want to know more: If I can't get everything all figured out with a bow,
how do i find closure after this shattering tale? I now recognized with him because he was human, fallible,



poor, sullied... Dick, you will devour this publication happily. From a projection to an immersion. I
recognized that I have been lured in. I understand there is even more, and I'd like it. An excellent pity that
another publisher didn't choose this up when Iota Publishing closed store. into her trap. Then she closed it. I
lingered too long, dove too deep and forgot that I had a need to breathe. I flailed to the surface,
breathless.Her mixture of collimated intellect and flesh-mapped textures are as addictive as The Matrix
teaching was for Neo. The just hope is that may be the first in a series, where I can reside in this world just a
little more, find out more about the individuals, about the entire lives that Armstrong offers only barely
introduced here?I can't wait.
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